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Звезда—54 
(Zvezda—54) 

Ministry of the Radio-Technical Industry, USSR 
by Rod Matzko 

 

[In last month’s Radio Age, Ed Lyon featured radios from Germany and Japan.  In keeping with the 
theme of foreign radios, we are featuring articles on Russian radios and a Russian-born microphone 
pioneer.  At RadioActivity 2018, Joe Koester entered a Russian-made and a French-made radio, side-by-
side, in the Old Equipment Contest (OEC).  Thirteen years earlier, a similar Russian radio was entered 
in the RadioActivity 2005 OEC by our Treasurer, Rod Matzko.  It won a blue ribbon for best in category 
(foreign radios) and People's Choice awards (Fig. 1).  First up is Rod’s article, then Joe’s article.  It 
should be interesting to read about this foreign radio from two different perspectives.   — Editor.] 
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This Russian-made Zvezda-
54 (Star-54) (Fig. 2 on page 
3) was acquired from a 
seller in Moldova, which 
was a member state of the 
Soviet Union prior to its 
break-up in 1991. The radio 
is a 7-tube, AC operated, 
superheterodyne multi-
band, dual-speaker receiver 
produced by the USSR 
Ministry of the Radio-
Technical Industry in 1954, 
under license from the 
French SNR company.  The 
Zvezda is a copy of the 
Excelsior-52 which was 
produced by SNR in 1952. 
The logo on the rear 
cardboard cover, which 
identifies the individual 

manufacturer, has not been 
positively identified, but the 
Cyrillic “Р П” may     
indicate the “Рижский 
приборостроитељный 
завод” (Riga instrument-
building factory), suggesting 
the radio may have been 
built in Riga, Latvia. 
 
The Radiomuseum.org web 
site suggests this radio came 
in red, green, and blue 
cabinets though the radio 
appears to be most common-
ly seen in red; the color 
associated with the Socialist 
revolution. The French SNR 
Excelsior-52 was also 
available in several colors.   
 

(Zvezda —continued on page 3) 

Fig 1. Rod’s 2005 RadioActivity award-winning 
Old Equipment Contest entry for foreign radios 
and People’s Choice categories.   
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Congratulations to our new 
2019 MAARC board and 
thank you for your service! 

A BOUT MAARC and RADIO AGE. Radio Age became the 
monthly newsletter of the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club in 

June 1994. Prior to that date, the MAARC Newsletter and Radio Age 
were separate publications. 

Subscription to Radio Age begins with the next available issue after 
the membership application and dues are received. Dues are $24 per 
year in the US, $36 in Canada, and $60 elsewhere, all payable in 
US dollars. Two-year, three-year, and life memberships are 
available; contact the Membership Chair (see column at left). All 
checks are payable to MAARC and, for new members, must 
accompany the membership application, which is available from the 
Membership Chair or the MAARC website (www.maa .org). If 
you change your mailing address, email, or phone number, please 
notify the Membership Chair immediately so corrections can be 
made to Radio Age’s mailing list. The Post Office will not forward 
your newsletters. 

Back issues of the MAARC Newsletter from Vol. I, No. 1 (August 
1984) and most issues of Radio Age from Vol. 1, No. 1 (October 
1975) are available for $3.50 each postpaid from Geoff Shearer. 10 
percent discount on orders of 12 or more back issues and 15 percent 
on orders of 60 or more back issues. Make checks payable to 
MAARC. Two first-class stamps per order help defray MAARC 
mailing costs. 

Submissions to Radio Age are welcomed. Typewritten copy is 
preferred to handwritten. Articles should be submitted in electronic 
format, preferably via or on a CD or flash drive, in MS Word 
or RTF format, without fancy formatting, because the editors will 
have to modify it anyway.  Photographs should be high resolution 
black and white or color images. Permission to reprint any image or 
graphic used in the article must be obtained by the author. Contact 
the editors for further guidance. Send your submission to any one of 
the  editors listed on the left and include your name, address, phone, 
and email. 

MAARC MONTHLY MEETINGS. Most MAARC meetings are 
held at the Davidsonville Family Recreation Center, 3789 Queen 
Anne Bridge Rd., Davidsonville, MD 21035 (map below). From 
U.S. 50, take MD 424 south for 2.5 miles. Turn right on MD 214 for 
0.6 miles, and angle left on Queen Anne Bridge Road for 1.1 miles. 
The entrance will be on your left. January meeting is held at the 
National Electronics Museum in Linthicum, Maryland.  April and 
December meetings are held at the Sully Station Community Center 
in Northern Virginia. June meeting is held in Timonium, Maryland. 
Check the calendar on p. 16 for details. 

Map — Davidsonville Family 
Recreation Center (not to scale) 

3789 Queen Anne Bridge Rd., Davidsonville, MD 21035  

Membership & Back Issues 
Geoff Shearer  
14408 Brookmere Drive, Centreville, VA 20120-4107 
703-818-2686. gshearer2@verizon.net 
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Technical Characteristics 
 
The Zvezda uses Russian-manufactured resistors, 
capacitors, and tubes.  The tube line-up consists 
of a mix of miniature and octal tubes: a 6Ц4П 
(6Ts4P) rectifier; 6Е5С (6E5S) eye tube; 6П1П 
(6P1P) output tube; 6Ж3П (6Zh3P) audio 
amplifier; 6Х2П (6Kh2P) detector; 6Ж3П IF 
amplifier; and a 6A7 converter (which is not 
equivalent to the American 6A7).  Some of the 
tubes do have American equivalents (Table 1):  

The miniature glass tubes are secured in their 
sockets by spring-loaded metal retainers. The I.F. 
frequency is 465 KHz.  A power transformer 
typical of European sets of the time is used, 
permitting three input voltages: 110v, 127v, and 
220v.  Band selection is accomplished by sliding 
the knob at the bottom center of the radio to the 

(Zvezda —continued from page 1) left or right, until the pointer line on the plastic 
slider/knob structure points to one of the bands at 
the base of the mirrored dial face.  Turning the 
circular knob on the end of this structure tunes 
the stations.  The bands on the dial are identified 
from top to bottom (Table 2):   

Unlike U.S. radios, the dial is calibrated in terms 
of wavelength (meters) rather than frequency 
(Hertz).  Cities listed on the dial fall exclusively 
within the Soviet sphere, even though the radio 
was capable of receiving broadcasts from beyond 
the Iron Curtain.  This limited listing was perhaps 
to encourage the listener to tune in only those 
sanctioned stations noted on the dial.  In compar-
ison, the dial glass on the analogous French 
Excelsior-52 radio is crowded with city listings 
(Fig 3 on page 4).  The radio has connections on 
the rear of the chassis for antenna, ground, 
phonograph, and an external loudspeaker.  

Russian U.S. 

6A7 6SA7 

6Ж3П 6ASG5 or 6BC5 

6X2P 6AL5 

6П1П no equivalent identified 

6Ц4П no equivalent identified 

6E5C no equivalent identified 

Длинные волны  
(long waves)  

2000-732 Meters  
150-410 KHz 

Средние волны  
(middle waves) 
577-187 Meters  

520-1600 KHz 

Короткие волны  
(Short waves I) 
76-24.8 Meters  

3.95-12.1 KHz 

25-31 Метров  
(Short waves II) 
31.6-24.8 Meters 

9.5-12.1 KHz 

41-49 Метров  
(Short waves III) 

49-41 Meters  
6.13-7.34 KHz  

Table 1. Russian-USA tube substitution. 

Table 2. Dial calibration translation from meters to KHz. 

Fig 2. Russian-made Zvezda-54 (Star-54). 
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The radio has two chassis: a large, vertical metal 
panel mounted to a smaller horizontal metal 
chassis. The various components are mounted on 
either side of both chassis. The vertical chassis 
supports the speaker board on which two 
speakers and dial light mounts are attached. The 
front side of the vertical panel contains most of 
the resistors and capacitors (Fig. 4) and the rear 
of the panel holds most of the tubes and coils, the 
tuning capacitor and output transformer (Fig. 5). 
The top side of the horizontal chassis contains 
the power supply section (Fig. 5). The bottom is 
mostly filled with the complex band switch/

tuning mechanism, and the volume and tone 
controls (Fig. 6). 
 
Cabinet Restoration 
 
The metal cabinet consists of six pieces which 
are screwed together— the pedestal, cabinet base, 
left side panel, right side panel, cabinet top, and 
fascia. The cabinet is painted in a base color (in 
this case, red) overprinted with a dark, complex 
"alligator" pattern. For restoration the cabinet 
pieces were dismantled and the wood laminate 
speaker mounting board was removed from the 

Fig 4. The front side of the vertical chassis and top front of 
the horizontal chassis. Most of the resistors and capacitors 
are located on the vertical chassis. The circled capacitors 
were updated by placing new capacitors in the old casings 
to preserve the original appearance.  

Fig 3. Left panel: The French Excelsior-52 radio dial is crowded with city listings. Image source: www.bendijkman.nl. 
          Right panel:  Cities listed on the Zvezda-54 dial fall exclusively within the Soviet sphere.  Photo by author.   

Fig 5. View of the back side of the vertical chassis and top 
rear of the horizontal chassis. This side of the vertical 
chassis contains all of the tubes and various coils. The 
backs of the two speakers are visible. The horizontal 
chassis contains the power supply section of the radio. 
Note the power transformer on the right with adjustable 
input voltages set via the round plug just below the 
transformer. The rounded rectangular connectors on the 
lower chassis are for an external speaker, a phonograph, 
and antenna.  
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chassis.  All pieces were cleaned inside 
and out, and the painted surfaces were 
polished.  All hardware, such as screws, 
washers, and nuts, were soaked in WD-40 
to clean them.  All plastic trim pieces, 
including the vinyl piping around the 
edges of the individual metal cabinet 
pieces, were removed and cleaned.  The 
brass brights on the sombrero knobs were 
polished to matching brilliance.  The 
broken rear cardboard cover was cleaned 
and repaired (Fig. 7).   
 
Chassis Restoration 
 
Chassis restoration started with clearing 
out 50 years of Soviet dust.  Metal surfaces 
were cleaned of grease and melted wax.  
Because the radio was intended to be used, 
all paper and electrolytic capacitors were 
replaced for safety and reliability. To 
preserve the appearance of the radio, new 
capacitors were inserted into the old, 
original casings with Cyrillic markings 
(see circled capacitors in Fig 4.)  Spot 
checking of the old capacitors as they 
came out of the chassis showed them to be 
at or near their marked values, though they 
were not tested for leakage.  The resistors 
that were tested were all within tolerance, 
so they were all left in place to preserve 

appearance. The tubes 
were cleaned but it was 
found that the eye tube 
did not glow as brightly 
as it should. A new re-
placement tube, pur-
chased from a radio 
ham in Lithuania, 
brought back a healthy 
green glow. The result is 
a reliable, working radio 
with original (and origi-
nal-appearing) compo-
nents.  With a long an-
tenna, the radio receives 
well on all bands. 

Fig. 7. The rear of the restored radio with the back cover removed 
(top) and in place (bottom).  Inset above: Official emblem of the 
Ministry of Communications on a Soviet Union stamp (1972)  

Fig 6. The underside of the horizontal chassis. The central structure is the combination 
sliding band switch and tuning shaft. The wheel on the right is connected to the tuning 
capacitor and is rotated by a dial string attached to the central structure. The black square 
structure at the bottom left is the underside of the multi-tapped power transformer. 
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The French-Soviet Connection  

By Joe Koester and Jiri Placek 
 

[To compliment Rod Matzko’s article, Joe Koester provides a bit of historical context to the Russian- 
made Zvezda radio. — Editor] 

W orld War II has ended, it is August 1945, 
Europe is in ruins, and the four Allied 

Powers divide Europe between East and West; 
loser Germany is divided into four zones, one for 
each of the victorious Allies, British, French, 
U.S., and the Soviets.  The Russians gobbled up 
most of Eastern Europe including Austria which 
was also to be divided into four zones, but it was-
n’t to happen quickly.  The four powers began 
talks to settle the “Austrian Question” and it was 
decided that Austria would be “Neutral,” neither 
in the Eastern camp nor in the Western camp.  
After hard negotiations, the Soviets agreed to this 
and the treaty to free Austria was agreed upon in 
1954 by the four occupying powers. 
 During the course of preliminary negotia-
tions, in the spring of 1952, in a goodwill ges-
ture, the French delegation presented the Soviet 

diplomats with a gift, an SNR Excelsior 52 radio, 
a very decorative 6-tube radio with AM broad-
cast, long wave and several short wave bands. At 
this time the Excelsior radio had just been intro-
duced in France and was a hot novelty item!  
 There weren’t many consumer goods availa-
ble in post-war Russia, and those that were avail-
able were, for the most part, drab and utilitarian. 
The USSR had just endured a devastating war, 
lost over 20 million people, and had much of its 
infrastructure, housing and industrial facilities 
destroyed.  It was continuing its wartime produc-
tion of armaments, war goods and an atomic 
weapons program in an effort to get on par with 
the U.S. due to the Cold War. As a result, not 
many production facilities had transitioned to the 
manufacture of consumer goods. By the early 
1950s some resources were shifted to the manu-

Seen here is Joe Koester’s entry in the 2018 RadioActivity’s Old Equipment Contest.  On the left is the Russian Zvezda-54 
and on the right is the French SNR Excelsior 52.   Coincidently, Rod Matzko is seen in the background, further tying his 
Zvezda-54 article with this article.   To quote Mark Twain, “Truth is stranger than Fiction.” 
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facturing of consumer goods.  This enabled them 
to consider producing a limited number of items 
such as the Zvezda radio, a virtual copy of the 
gift given the Russians by the French.  
 The Excelsior radio must have made a big 
splash back in Moscow as it was copied in great 
detail.  The mirrored glass dial was changed to 
show broadcast band stations that could be re-
ceived on Soviet territory.  Most Western Europe 
stations were removed from the dial. The bands 
on the Zvezda radio covered long wave, 150 to 
410 kHz; Broadcast, 520 kHz to 1.6 MHz; Short 
Wave, 3.95 to 12.1 MHz, with the Short wave 
bands spread from 9.5 to 12.1 MHz (25 to 32 me-
ters), and 8.13 to 7.34 MHz.  Audio output is 1.5 
watts in the range from 150 to 4000 Hz.  
 The first version of the French Excelsior ra-
dio used octal and loctal tubes, while the Soviet 
Zvezda radio used a combination of noval, heptal 
and octal tubes.  Production of the Zvezda radio 
started rather quickly.  The Excelsior radio came 
to the USSR in the spring of 1952 and it was re-
verse-engineered at the “A. S. Popov Electro-
technical Institute” by the summer of 1952.  

 Once the government approved the manufac-
ture of the radio, the first Zvezda was made at the 
“Kommunar Factory” in Charkiv at the end of 
1952.  The initial production runs of the Zvezda 
radio were on a vertical chassis and were all red 
in color. In 1954 the radios were manufactured 
with a more simplified horizontal chassis at the 
“Mospribor Factory” in Moscow.  More fashion-
able colors (at least Red, Green and Blue) were 
added to the line at that time. There is a slight 
weight difference between the two models but 
these are rather heavy radios weighing about 32 
pounds.  They measured approximately 23 inches 
wide, 14 high and 8 deep.  Production of the 
Zvezda radio continued to 1959 and by that time 
a total of 670,000 units had been manufactured.  
 The Soviet Zvezda radio is not often seen at 
antique radio swap meets in the U.S. When it 
does appear, on occasion, being offered on the 
Internet by sellers from Eastern Europe with 
some rather hefty shipping charges.  Most will 
agree that these Russian and French radios are of 
a very unique design and offer a striking contrast 
to other radios of that same era. 

The French SNR Excelsior 52 radio.  Left picture is the front of the radio, right is with the back cover removed.   

The Russian Zvezda-54 radio.  Left picture is the front of the radio, right is with the back cover removed.  Note the fewer 
stations on the mirrored dial.   
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B en Bauer was born 
Benjamin Baum-

zweiger in Odessa, Rus-
sia, on June 26, 1913.  
When he was only eight 
years old, his family fled 
from Russia to Poland to 
escape the oppressive 
anti-Semitic attitudes.  
Unfortunately, attitudes 
towards Jews were no 
better Poland, so the 
family moved to Ha-
vana, Cuba in the early 
1920s.  When he was 
just 17, he graduated 
from high school and his 
family moved, in 1930, 
to New York City so he 
can attend the Pratt Institute.  Two years later, he 
received a degree in Industrial Engineering.  He 
then went to the University of Cincinnati where 
he earned his Electrical Engineering degree. 
 While he was studying for his Electrical En-
gineering degree, the Shure Company was offer-
ing a work-study program.  Baumzweiger took 
advantage of this program and became an intern 
with the Shure Brothers.  When he graduated in 
1937, the company invited him to become a full-
time research engineer in acoustics and transduc-
ers.   
 Transducers are devices that transform one 
form of energy into another form.  In the instance 
of microphones, sound waves are transformed 
into electrical signals that may be amplified and 
processed. 
 His first significant contribution to the com-
pany was the first unidirectional (cardioid) mi-
crophone. This microphone used a single trans-
ducer.  Shure introduced the Uniplex Crystal Mi-
crophone, Model 730A, that utilizes a patented 
Uniphase acoustical system (see Patent 2,237,298 
on the right.)  This lead to the legendary Unidyne 
Dynamic Microphone, Model 55 in 1939.  
 The original Shure 55 Unidyne microphone is 
Shure’s most visually iconic microphone series in 

Shure Microphone Designer Ben Bauer 
by Domi Sanchez 

[In the Tidbit section of the 2018 February issue of Radio Age, I wrote about microphone fundamentals 
and briefly mentioned the iconic 1951 Unidyne 55S microphone.   This microphone, manufactured by 
the Shure Company, has a strong connection to U.S. history and culture.  The man behind the design of 
this mic is a Russian-born engineer, Benjamin Baumzweiger, who later became a U.S. citizen. Here is a 
brief biography on this amazing American inventor with over 100 patents to his name.   —  Editor] 

the Unidyne line of products.  
It is seen in use by popular 
recording artists and perform-
ers such as Ella Fitzgerald, 
Frank Sinatra, Billy Holiday, 
and Patsy Cline.   Over time, 
there has been slight varia-
tions of the original Model 55 
Unidyne mic.  Most notably 
is the 55S, or “Baby Uni-
dyne.”   The 55S is often re-
ferred to as the “Elvis mic” 
because it was frequently 
used by Elvis Presley.   
 The Model 55 Unidyne 
mic is photographed with 
Presidents, royalty, and heads 
of states.  Perhaps the most 
memorable image was when 

Harry S. Truman was in front of a Model 55 Uni-
dyne mic holding up the Chicago Tribune news-
paper with the erroneous front-page headline 
“Dewey Defeats Truman.” 
 In 2014, the Shure company celebrated the  
75th anniversary of the Model 55 Unidyne mic 
since Ben Bauer invented it in 1939.  It was 
awarded the prestigious Milestone Award from 
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engi-
neers (IEEE).  The microphone is still manufac-
tured and used worldwide.   
 Baumzweiger became a naturalized U.S. Citi-
zen in 1941 and changed his name to Ben Bauer.   
During his tenure with Shure, Bauer designed 
throat microphones used extensively in WWII 
bomber and fighter aircrafts.  His group devel-
oped a type of microphone called a Controlled 
Reluctance or Controlled Magnetic Microphone, 
known more colloquially as a battle-announcer.  
Microphones were known to be finicky, but the 
battle-announcer could be used reliably in a vari-
ety of weather conditions. He also developed disc 
cutter machines, phonograph pickups, and mov-
ing-coil pistonphone used for microphone cali-
bration work.  His success earned him the posi-
tion of Vice President of Engineering at Shure.   

Ben Bauer in front of the iconic  Unidyne mic. 
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One of Bauer’s first patents.   

 In 1957, Bauer joined CBS Laboratories in 
Stamford, Connecticut.  He lead a group of select 
engineers that developed stereo LP discs and im-
proved magnetic  recordings.  Bauer invented a 
loudness-level indicator to monitor broadcast pro-
grams used by the Federal Communications 
Commission. 
 In 1970, his team developed quadraphonic 
surround sound. In 1977, the Federal Communi-
cations Commission laboratory determined Bau-
er’s system to be the best of all matrix sound sys-
tems tested.   In 1975, he became the Vice Presi-
dent and General Manager of the CBS Technolo-
gy Centre at Stamford, CT, until his death in 
1979.   
 He has over 100 patents attributed to his name 
in the field of microphones and transducers, 
acoustic measurement and calibration, sound 
transmission, audio processing for recording and 
broadcasting, and quadraphonic disc technology.   
 

Elvis was at Kutztown, PA, with the iconic 55S Unidyne mic. The 55 Unidyne mic shared a world event with Truman. 

IEEE’s Milestone Award for the Shure Unidyne mic 
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Where Does Wood Veneer Come From? 
By Domi Sanchez 

[Does it grow on trees?  Why, yes it does!  But how veneer is used will depend on how it was 
harvested. We will describe several ways wood veneer is cut and the correct side to glue it 
down. Eric Stenberg will be presenting how it may be used on radios at a future club meet.   

—Editor] 

 Tidbits 

V eneer simply is a 
thin layer of high 

quality wood applied to 
a lesser quality sub-
strate.  Its use goes as 
far back as the early 
Egyptians, nearly 4000 
years ago.  It was 
crudely sawn into thin 
layers, then applied to 
the substrate with glue.  
It was in the 17th centu-
ry when they began to 
cut thin pieces with 
knives.  Today, much of 
the veneer harvested is 
done with huge slicing machines that can harvest 
wood from logs in a matter of minutes.  Just 
search YouTube.com for videos on how veneer is 
made.  It’s mesmerizing.   
 Plied wood substrate, or plywood, is com-
posed of three or more glued layers with the grain 
applied in a crisscross pattern.  This crisscross 
pattern gives the underlying wood strength and 
rigidity.   
 Veneer is usually harvested from deciduous 
or broad-leaf hardwood trees.  There are over 
90,000 species of hardwoods, but only about 100 
species are used.  Each tree will offer a unique 
ring growth that can offer the consumer beautiful 
grain patterns. 
 Figure 2 illustrates the various places on the 
tree from where veneer can be harvested.  Veneer 
harvested from a tree’s crotch, butt or trunk will 
yield the highest level of figure.  The grain pat-
tern will present an arched or cathedral effect.   
 Veneer taken from a burl or burr is very desir-
able, highly figured, almost bubble like, but very 
fragile and difficult to harvest.  Therefore, veneer 
from burl wood is the most expensive.   
 Flitch is the slab of wood cut from a log.  
Logs are often heated in pure water to loosen the 
fibers.  The blades are heated to the same temper-
ature of the logs so not to shatter the blades.  The 

grain pattern will 
depend on how the 
each layer is sliced 
off the tree as the 
knife slices across 
the log.  The veneer 
on the Zenith 827 is 
from a quarter sawn 
veneer. The tale-tell 
signs is the tight par-
allel grains.   
 The U.S. stand-
ard for cutting ve-
neer today is at 1/42 Fig 1. Veneer on this Zenith 827 is applied in a reversed 

diamond pattern. 

Fig 2. Veneer harvested from various locations on a tree 
will produced different grain patterns.   
Source: revolutionwoodpanels.com.au 
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Fig 3. How the slices through the wood will determine the grain pattern.  Flat sawn and Rotary-peeled offers the most 
economical veneer.  Quarter sawn is the most valued veneer other than burl.  Image source: www.silentrivers.com  

 To clarify my initial question of where veneer 
comes from, some veneer come from sacrificial 
consoles.  Sometimes consoles that are beyond 
repair, are the best source of veneer to match col-
or and grain of the radio you are repairing. Espe-
cially if the veneer is from a radio of the same 
make, model and year. 

inch thick.  Meaning,  manufacturers can cut 42 
slices of veneer from one inch of wood.  The Eu-
ropean standard is 1/54th of an inch, and the Jap-
anese are cutting at 1/120th of an inch!    
 There is a correct side and a wrong side of 
veneer.  The correct side will reflect light better 
than the wrong side of the veneer and will give 
you a brilliant sheen if laid down correctly.  Fig-
ure 4 illustrates which is the glue side.  Gently 
bend the veneer along the grain and you will find 
it will bend easily one way over the other.  Mark 
the side to be glued down with a #2 pencil by 
scribbling a light line across the piece. 

 Another helpful tip is to create a veneer cata-
log of the various common species, such as wal-
nut or mahogany.  Collect scrap veneer from old 
radio consoles that are absolute basket cases.  I 
was recently at the Kutztown Radio Show.  One 
of the traditions is to create a bonfire with old 
wooden consoles. Before the fire is lit, you have 
an opportunity to scavenge the veneer.  I was 
able to yank this piece on the right in one pull.   

Fig 4. Gently bend the veneer to determine the glue side. 

Glue is applied to this side. 

Glue is applied to this side. 
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RadioFallFest Past Events 

A Photo Essay by Domi Sanchez 
[Pictured on these two pages are some of the quality items that showed up at past RadioFallFest meets.  
The smiles are the results of the friendships formed and the great finds at the tailgate.  Hope you can 
join us at MAARC’s RadioFallFest in October, RadioWinterFest in January, and at our primer event, 
the RadioActivity meet in June. — Editor] 
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You never 
know what will 
show up at  

RadioFallFest! 
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MAARC Members on the Move! 

MAARC welcomes the following new members 
 

• Luis Althaus from Arlington, VA 

• Leif Anderson from Lusby, MD 

• Louis Simchowski from Chevy Chase, MD 
 

And THANK YOU to all our members who  
renewed their membership! 

MAARC held it’s annual elections in Sep-
tember.  Most of the current board members 
stayed on (see page 2).  We added two more 
board members: 
 

• Amos “Hale” Adams 
• Randy Warren 
 

THANK YOU to John Foote for his years of 
service on the board. Thank you to Hale and 
Randy for volunteering to be on the board 
and a BIG THANK YOU to our returning 
board members.  

Radioactivity 2019 
Theme: Shortwave Radios 

(Radios with a shortwave band on the dial.) 
 
Start pulling together your exhibits and docu-
mentation for the following categories.  Addi-
tional guidelines will be provided in future Radio 
Age issues. 
 

Old Equipment Contest Categories: 
1. Early Shortwave radios (Pre 1931) 
2. Later Shortwave radios (Post 1930) 
3. Shortwave only radios & shortwave adaptors 
4. Radio/phono combinations 
5. Green radios (Paul Farmer) 
6. Art deco radios 
7. Speakers and headphones 
8. Battery farm radios 
9. Hi-Fi and audio equipment 
10. Two-way communications equipment 
11. Foreign radios 
12. Lazarus radios 
13. Advertising and Ephemera 
14. Open category 

Update on Jim Wilson 
 

Jim was released from rehab on September 12th 
and is currently at his daughter’s home.  He is 
undergoing therapy and is doing very well, hop-
ing to join us soon.  Jim wishes to thank every-
one for their thoughts, prayers, cards and dona-
tions.  He is hoping to thank everyone  person-
ally or in his own writing very soon. 

Marketing MAARC 
 
At the September MAARC meet, James 
McClyde proposed to our club members the 
idea of marketing MAARC.  John Begg, our 
club President, endorsed the idea by asking our 
members to post flyers (found on our website) 
in their local libraries, grocery stores, coffee 
houses, restaurants, or work place.  With a show 
of hands, nearly every person present was will-
ing to do just that.   
 
Would you, gentle reader, please consider visit-
ing MAARC’s web page (www.MAARC.org) 
and download the flyer for the current event and 
market MAARC?  Please post it where you 
think it would be most seen.  Your continued 
support is very much appreciated! 
 
If you have any other suggestions, or connec-
tions, on how to market MAARC, we would 
like to hear from you.  Please contact any one of 
the board members listed on page 2.  

A young man listening       
to the radio in his room.   

Subject and date unknown 
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Ads are free of charge to club members. Please, one ad per member per month, 
limited to 100 words. All ads are subject to editing. Ads will not be repeated 
unless resubmitted. Send ads to editors, whose addresses are on page 2. The 
usual deadline for receipt of ads is the 1st of the month preceding publication. 
No phone-in ads, please, but email is welcomed. 

Antique Radio Repair: 30 
years experience in repair of 
antique radios and tube equip-
ment. Reasonable rates. Jay 
Forbes, 21128 Stonecrop Place, 
Ashburn, VA 20147.  703-729-
9432, jfradio@aol.com. 
www.jfradiorepair.com 

MAARC is on Facebook.  
Look for us and like us! 

The December and April MAARC meetings are held 
at Sully Station near the Dulles Airport.  Address is 
5101 Sequoia Farm Drive, Centerville, VA. 20120. 

Service literature:  Do you 
need photocopies of factory 
service literature, owner 
manuals, etc.? Contact Brian 
Belanger at 301-258-0708 or 
radiobelanger@comcast.net, 
who will check the library at 
the National Capital Radio & 
Television and quote you a 
price. All proceeds benefit the 
museum.   

Classes:  The National Capital 
Radio & Television Museum in 
Bowie, Maryland offers classes 
in vintage radio repair and 
restoration. Classes are three 
hours per week for ten weeks 
and cover both radio theory 
and hands-on experience (e.g., 
proper soldering and trouble-
shooting).  You have a choice 
of Saturday mornings from 9 to 
noon or a weekday even-
ing. For information, contact 
the Museum at 301-390-1020 
or info@ncrtv.org. 

Wanted: I wish to correspond 
with members about their 
experiences with Geiger 
counters. I have recently 
restored a couple instruments 
from the late 40’s, as well as an 
instrument supplied by 
HEATHKIT. I’d like to hear 
about members’ trials and 
tribulations, hints, as well as 
their acquisitions of the rare 
Geiger-Mueller tubes. Please 
contact me, Stephen Imms, at 
(928) 852-0881 or 
steveimms@cableone.net or by 
snail mail at 1481 Lynda Ave. 
Clarkdale, AZ 86324 

RadioWinterFest is at the National Electronics Mu-
seum. Address is 1745 W. Nursery Road, Linthicum, 
MD, 21090 

YESTERDAY, I SAW AN AD 
THAT SAID “RADIO FOR SALE, 

ONLY $1,  
VOLUME STUCK ON FULL.”   

 

I THOUGHT,  
“I CAN’T TURN THAT DOWN!” 
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Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club 
c/o Geoff Shearer 
14408 Brookmere Dr. 
Centreville, VA 20120-4107 

MAARC Your Calendar! 
Sun. Oct 21, 2018 RadioFallFest. MAARC Meeting at the Davidsonville Family 

Recreation Center.  See page 2 for map and directions.  Tailgating at 
8 a.m., Auction at 12 noon or earlier, depending on the weather. 
Vintage audio and ham gear will be featured.  Food sales and soft 
drinks will be provided by the Boy Scouts. 

 
Sun. Nov 18, 2018 MAARC Meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation Center.  See 

page 2 for map and directions.  Tailgating at 11:30 a.m., meeting at         
1 p.m.  Display table: Radios with fiberboard/cardboard cabinets.  
Program: Eric Stenberg on Veneer Repair. 

 
Sun. Dec 16, 2018 MAARC Meeting at the Sully Station Community Center in Centreville, 

VA.  See page 15 for map and directions.  Tailgating at 11:30 a.m., 
meeting at 1 p.m.  Display table: Transistor novelty radios – 
automotive related. 

 
Sun. Jan 20, 2019 RadioWinterFest. Combined MAARC-NEM meet held at the National 

Electronic Museum near BWI airport. See p. 15 for map. This will be 
an all-day indoor event.  More details in future Radio Age newsletters. 

 
Sun. Feb. 17, 2019 MAARC Meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation Center.  See  

p. 2 for map and directions.  Tailgating at 11:30 a.m., meeting at         
1 p.m.  Presentation Topic: Super Show and Tell 

Visit www.MAARC.org for information about the club 
Visit us on Facebook at MAARCDavidsonville 


